
Global Cloud 
Growth Solutions

Ingram Micro Cloud is proud to partner with Pluralsight, an industry-leading training 

platform that gives our partners tailored content, courses and training that drives 

growth and scale. Unlock courses tailored to our Global Cloud Growth Solutions 

and lean into a steady path of limitless growth.  

There is always room for even more growth. As partners face the growing list of 

technical skills required from their teams, they can overcome this challenge by 

upskilling their existing employees. This continued commitment to knowledge 

allows partners and their teams to accomplish more by transforming their entire 

workforce to meet the ebbs and flows of their client landscape. As partners 

consume the content on Pluralsight, they’ll be better equipped to meet the 

demands of their clients, able to perform more services, and ultimately driving 

more consumption.

Ultimate Growth for End-
Customers

Bringing the skills for success to 
one convenient place

Through this new partnership with Pluralsight, Ingram Micro Cloud 

has also curated specific learning paths that are customized to 

our Global Cloud Growth Solutions. Partners can develop their 

skill sets in our four core solution areas: Modern Cloud Platforms, 

Seamless Security, Connected Workplace, Business Performance. 

You can upskill your knowledge through courses and training that 

align directly to your business needs.

A partnership of growth



For more information

There truly is no limit to the knowledge available. Pluralsight offers the largest library of up-to-date cloud courses, labs and learning 

paths covering AWS, Azure and GCP. Partners can focus on all major cloud providers or specialize in just one through a library of 

hands-on labs, cloud playgrounds and practice tests. You’ll learn from actual cloud practitioners, not just generic instructors.

Best of all, Pluralsight offers a management portal that allows admins to assess, assign courses, create teams and check progress 

towards learning goals for teams or individuals. Easily ensure your teams are setup with the skills they need to deliver on your 

organization objectives.

What sets Pluralsight apart from the rest

Partners can purchase licenses at a discounted rate from Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace, with various options to take advantage of:

Pluralsight license offerings

Pluralsight Skills

With access to expert-authored 

courses and content, skill assessments 

and analytics, Pluralsight Skills offers 

the most effective path to building 

business-critical skills.

A Cloud Guru 

A Cloud Guru has the largest cloud 

learning library on the planet with over 

400 courses, 1900+ hands-on labs and 

over 800 quizzes and practice exams. 

The content spans all major cloud 

providers and the most in-demand 

specialties like Kubernetes and Docker.

Tech Foundations 

As the only end-to-end tech fluency 

program for learners and leaders, 

Tech Foundations empowers every 

employee, regardless of technical 

background, to become well-versed in 

the most widely relevant technologies.

Trusted by over 

70%w
of Fortune 500

2M+
learners

1.500+
Expert network 

authors

93%
of customers reports 

ROI in 6-12 months

Rated 2022 Leader 

in Technical Skills 

Development by

Partners can easily purchase a subscription at a 

discounted rate directly through the Cloud Marketplace.                                    

To purchase a Pluralsight license:

1. Search Pluralsight on the Cloud Marketplace

2. Click on the Pricing tab

3. Select your plan and click Add to Cart

How to Purchase a Pluralsight subscription

Contact Your Ingram Micro Cloud 
Sales Rep to Learn More

4. Click on your cart in the upper right corner and complete 

the checkout process as normal

5. Once completed, you will receive an email directly from 

Pluralsight with your credentials


